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Remus Teodorescu, Fellow, IEEE, Tamas Kerekes, Member, IEEE, and Frede Blaabjerg, Fellow, IEEE,

Abstract—The Voltage Source Converters (VSCs) are often
connected in parallel to realize a high current rating. In such
systems, the harmonic quality of the output voltage can be
improved by interleaving the carrier signals of the parallel
VSCs. However, an additional inductive filter is often required to
suppress the circulating current that flows between the parallel
interleaved VSCs. One of the ways to deal with the circulating
current problem is to use the coupled inductors in a whiffletree
configuration. This paper proposes the integration of the line
filter inductor and the circulating current filter inductor in a
single magnetic component for such systems. The fundamental
frequency component of the flux is mostly confined to the
limbs around which the coils are placed, whereas other parts
of the magnetic structure only experiences high frequency flux
excitation. As a result, the integrated inductor can be made
smaller and the power density of the overall converter system
can be increased. The magnetic structure of the integrated
inductor is analyzed and performance is verified by simulation
and experimental studies.

I. INTRODUCTION

In many high power applications, the two-level Voltage
Source Converters (VSCs) are normally connected in parallel
to meet the high current requirement and often share the
common dc-link, as shown in Fig. 1. The Silicon Insulated
Gate Bipolar Transistors (IGBTs) are normally used in high
power applications and they suffer from excessive losses if
the switching frequency is increased beyond a few kHz. Due
to the this limitation, large passive filter components are
generally employed to comply with the stringent power quality
requirements. This lead to the increased cost, size and losses.
Therefore the efforts are being made to reduce the size of these
components. For a given switching frequency, one of the ways
to reduce the filtering requirement is to employ a multi-level
VSC.

For the parallel connected two-level VSCs, multi-level volt-
age waveforms can be achieved by interleaving the carrier
signals. As a result of the interleaved carriers, some of
the harmonic frequency components present in the switched
output voltage of the parallel interleaved legs are phase shifted
with respect to each other [1]–[7]. For the parallel connected
VSCs, the output voltage of a given phase is the average of the
switched output voltages of all parallel VSC legs of that phase.
As a result of the averaging, the contribution of the phase
shifted harmonic frequency components of the individual
switched output voltages is fully or partially canceled in the
resultant voltage [8], which leads to the reduction in the value
of the filter components [9].

When connected to a common dc-link, the circulating

Vdc
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Fig. 1. Parallel voltage source converters with a common dc-link and output
filters.

current flows between the parallel VSCs due to the hardware
and control asymmetries [10], as shown in Fig. 1, where four
VSCs are connected in parallel and shares the same dc-link.
Five-level resultant voltage waveforms for each of the phases
can be achieved by interleaving the carrier signals of these
four parallel VSCs. However, the interleaving of the carrier
signals further aggravates the already existing problem of the
circulating current [7]. This unwanted circulating current in-
creases the losses in both the semiconductor devices and in the
passive components and it should be suppressed. An additional
inductive filter is often required for this purpose. One of the
solutions is to use a Coupled Inductor (CI). The CI can be
designed to provide magnetic coupling between the parallel
interleaved legs of the corresponding phases [1], [11]–[16]. By
choosing a proper value of the magnetic coupling coefficient,
desired value of the inductance can be offered to the circulating
current component. In the case of the four parallel VSCs,
the CIs are often connected in a whiffletree configurations, as
proposed in [1] and reproduced in Fig. 2(b). Such arrangement
requires two distinct inductive component:

1) Line filter inductor (Lf ) for improving the injected line
current quality.

2) CIs for suppressing the circulating current.

Although the interleaved carrier signals leads to the reduction
in the value of the line filter inductor Lf , additional filter
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Fig. 2. Various arrangements of the filters for four parallel interleaved VSCs.
(a) CI with four limb core structure, (b) Whiffletree configuration using the
two limb CIs. The subscript x represents phases x = {a, b, c}.

components (CIs) are often required, as shown in Fig. 2(b).
The volume of these inductive components can be reduced by
integrating both of these functionalities into a single magnetic
component. This paper proposes the magnetic integration of
the line filter inductor Lf and the circulating current filters
(which mainly experiences the switching frequency flux ex-
citation) for a four parallel interleaved VSCs. The VSCs are
divided into two converter groups and the carrier signals of
the VSCs within each group are shifted by 180◦. In addition,
the carrier signals of the VSCs of both the converter groups
are also phase-shifted with respect to each other. Therefore,
the circulating current flows between the VSCs of each of
the converter group as well as between the two converter
groups. The proposed integrated inductor offers desired line
filter inductance Lf and also suppresses the circulating current
between the VSCs within each of the converter groups. The
circulating current between the converter groups is suppressed
using an additional CI (referred to as a CIG).

The paper is organized as follow: The issue of the circulat-
ing current and the overview of the existing filtering solutions
are briefly discussed in Section II. The proposed integrated
inductor is analyzed in Section III. The design equations
of the coupled inductor that are used for circulating current
suppression between the two converter groups are discussed
in Section IV. The volume reduction achieved by the proposed
solution is demonstrated in Section V, by comparing its volume
with that of the state-of-the-art solution. The functionality of
the integrated inductor is verified by performing simulation
and experimental studies and the results are presented in
Section VI.

II. CIRCULATING CURRENT IN A PARALLEL INTERLEAVED
VSCS

The switched output voltages of the parallel legs are phase
shifted with respect to each other due to the interleaved car-
riers. When VSCs are connected to the common dc-link, this
instantaneous potential difference appears across the closed
path and gives rise to the circulating current. In order to
reduce the losses, the circulating should be suppressed to
some acceptable limit. The reduction in the circulating current
can be achieved by introducing sufficiently high inductance in
the circulating current path. The CI is typically used for this
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Fig. 3. Whiffletree configuration for parallel interleaved voltage source
converters [1].

purpose [1], [11]–[16]. It provides magnetic coupling between
the interleaved legs of a particular phase and offers high
inductance to the circulating current, while its effect on the
line current is minimal (considering negligible flux leakage).

The various possible arrangements of the CI for four par-
allel VSCs are shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 2(a) shows the magnetic
structure of the CI with four parallel limbs. This magnetic
structure is asymmetrical (for more than two limbs). The
symmetry can be achieved by using a whiffletree configuration,
as shown in Fig. 2(b). Two limb CI is used as a basic
building block and the system arrangement, such as shown
in Fig. 3, can be realized using it. Two interleaved VSC
legs of a respective phase are magnetically coupled using
the CIH , whereas CIL used to couple remaining two VSC
legs (refer Fig. 3). The magnetic coupling between these two
groups is achieved using the third CI (CIG). One of the main
advantages of the whiffletree configuration is the magnetically
symmetrical structure of all CIs. However, it can only be only
used for the even number of parallel VSCs. The integrated
inductor is proposed for four parallel VSCs, which combines
the functionality of the line filter inductor Lf and the CIH and
the CIL (refer Fig. 2(b)) and it is presented in the following
Section.

III. INTEGRATED INDUCTOR

The system comprises of four parallel VSCs with the
proposed integrated inductor is shown in Fig. 4(a). All four
VSCs share a common dc-link and the carrier signals are
symmetrically interleaved, i.e. the carrier signals are phase
shifted from each other by 90◦. The carrier signals of the
VSC1 and VSC3 are phase shifted by 180◦ from each other
and these two VSCs form the High-Side Converter Group
(HSCG). Similarly, VSC2 and VSC4 forms the Low-Side
Converter Group (LSCG), and use the carrier signals that are
phase shifted from each other by 180◦.

The proposed integrated inductor for such systems is shown
in Fig. 5, where two different core geometries are shown. The
magnetic structure comprises of two cells. The cell is a two
limb CI structure and each limb carries a coil with N number
of turns. Both of these coils in the given cell are wound in the
same direction. The limbs are magnetically coupled to each
other using the top and the bottom yokes.
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Fig. 4. Four parallel interleaved VSCs with the proposed integrated inductor.
(a) System schematic, (b) Equivalent electrical model of the integrated
inductor. The subscript x represents phases x = {a, b, c}
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Fig. 5. Magnetic structures of the proposed integrated inductor. Two different
arrangements of the bridge legs are shown. Based on the direction of the
laminations, one of the arrangement can be used. The subscript x represents
the phase, x = {a, b, c} (a) Suitable for the ferrite cores. It can be also
used when the cells are made from the tape wound core, (b) Suitable for the
laminated cores.

Out of these two cells, one of the cells magnetically couples
the interleaved legs of the respective phases of the HSCG,
whereas the other cell belongs to the LSCG. The input
terminals of the coils of the high-side cell are connected to the
output of VSC1 (x1) and VSC3 (x3) and the output terminals
of these coils are connected together to form the common
output xH . Similarly, the output of VSC2 (x2) and VSC4 (x4)
are connected to the input terminal of the coils of the low-
side cell. Whereas, the other end of the coils are connected
together to form the common output terminal xL. The winding
direction of the coils of the high-side cell is opposite to that
of the coils of the low-side cell. The high-side and the low-
side cells are magnetically coupled to each other using the
bridge legs, as shown in Fig. 5(a). The necessary air gaps
have been inserted between the cells and the bridge legs. The
output terminals of the HSCG and the LSCG are connected
to another CI (CIG), as shown in Fig. 4(a).
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Fig. 6. Simplified reluctance model of the proposed integrated inductor.

A. Magnetic Circuit Analysis

The integrated inductor is analyzed in this sub section. Due
to the phase symmetry, the analysis is presented for one of the
phases, which is denoted by the subscript x. For the brevity,
the permeability of the magnetic material is assumed to be
constant and the leakage flux is neglected. For the system
shown in Fig. 4(a), the voltage across the coil x1 is given as

Vx1xH = Lx1x1

dIx1

dt
+Lx1x2

dIx2

dt
+Lx1x3

dIx3

dt
+Lx1x4

dIx4

dt
(1)

where Lxjxk is the inductance between the jth and the kth
coil of the integrated inductor of phase x and Ixn is the
current flowing through the nth coil of phase x. The simplified
reluctance model of the integrated inductor is shown in Fig. 6.
The reluctance of each of the limbs and the yoke of the cell
are represented by <l and <y , respectively. The reluctance of
the bridge leg is <bl, whereas the reluctance of each of the air
gaps is denoted by <g . The magneto-motive force of the coil
is represented as NIxn , where N is the number of turns.

By solving the reluctance network, the flux in each limb
can be obtained as

−→
φ =

1

<l
R(

1

<l
A+R−1)

−→
M (2)

where A is the unit matrix,
−→
φ =

[
φx1

φx2
φx3

φx4

]T
(3)

−→
M =

[
NIx1 −NIx2 NIx3 −NIx4

]T
(4)

R =


1

<eq − 1
<2

− 1
<1

0

− 1
<2

1
<eq 0 − 1

<1

− 1
<1

0 1
<eq − 1

<2

0 − 1
<1

− 1
<2

1
<eq

 (5)

where <1 = 2<y , <2 = 4<g + 2<bl, and 1
<eq = 1

<1
+ 1

<2
.

The reluctance of the air gap is very large compared to
the reluctance of the bridge legs (<g >> <bl). Therefore
<2 ≈ 4<g . The limbs and the yokes of the cell are made from
the same magnetic material and let <1 to be equal to α<l.
The flux linking with each of the coils is obtained by solving
(2) and the inductances between the coils are obtained from
the associated flux linkages. For most of the commercially
available cell structures, the ratio of the window height to
window width varies from 2 to 3. In this case, α can be safely
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assumed to be equal to 1. With α = 1, the inductance values
are obtained as

Lx1x1
= LS =

N2(2<2
1 + 13<1<g + 12<2

g)

3<1(<1 + 2<g)(<1 + 6<g)

Lx1x2 = LM1 =
N2(<1 + 5<g)

3(<1 + 2<g)(<1 + 6<g)

Lx1x3 = LM2 = −
N2(<2

1 + 8<1<g + 24<2
g)

6<1(<1 + 2<g)(<1 + 6<g)

Lx1x4
= LM3

=
N2(<1 + 8<g)

6(<1 + 2<g)(<1 + 6<g)

(6)

Substituting these inductance values in (1) yields

Vx1xH = Vx1o − VxHo

= LS
dIx1

dt
+ LM1

dIx2

dt
+ LM2

dIx3

dt
+ LM3

dIx4

dt

(7)

Using the same procedure for the remaining coils, the voltage
across each of the coils are obtained as

−→
Vc = L

d
−→
Ic
dt

(8)

where
−→
Vc =

[
Vx1xH Vx2xL Vx3xH Vx4xL

]T
=

[
Vx1o − VxHo Vx2o − VxLo Vx3o − VxHo Vx4o − VxLo

]T
(9)

−→
Ic =

[
Ix1

Ix2
Ix3

Ix4

]T
(10)

and

L =


LS LM1

LM2
LM3

LM1
LS LM3

LM2

LM2
LM3

LS LM1

LM3 LM2 LM1 LS

 (11)

Each of the coil currents has two distinct components

1) Common current component that contributes to the output
current

2) Circulating current component

The sum of the common current component of each of
the VSCs withing the converter group constitutes the output
current of the corresponding converter group. Therefore, the
output currents of the HSCG and the LSCG are

IxH = Ix1 + Ix3

IxL = Ix2 + Ix4

(12)

Assuming equal current sharing between the VSCs, the com-
mon component of each of the VSCs is taken to be the same.
Therefore, the output current of the individual VSCs are given
as

Ix1
=
IxH
2

+ IxH,c

Ix3
=
IxH
2

− IxH,c

Ix2
=
IxL
2

+ IxL,c

Ix4 =
IxL
2

− IxL,c

(13)

−1

0

1

V
x
a
v
g
o

Fig. 7. Voltage waveform of an average voltage Vxavgo, which exhibits five-
level voltage waveforms. The VSCs are modulated using the space vector
modulation with the modulation index m = 0.8. The average voltage is
normalized to half of the dc-link voltage Vdc

2
.

where IxH,c and IxL,c are the circulating current between the
VSCs of the HSCG and the LSCG, respectively and given as

IxH,c =
Ix1 − Ix3

2
(14)

similarly

IxL,c =
Ix2

− Ix4

2
(15)

The sum of the output currents of the HSCG and the LSCG
constitutes the resultant line current and it is given as

Ix = IxL + IxH (16)

and the circulating current between the high-side and the low-
side converter groups is given as

Ix,c =
IxH − IxL

2
(17)

The circulating current between the HSCG and the LSCG
(Ix,c) is suppressed using the CIG.

B. Inductance Offered by the Integrated Inductor

Using the induced voltages given in (8) and averaging the
switched output voltages of the VSCs of the HSCG gives(Vx1o + Vx3o

2

)
− VxHo =

(LS + LM2

2

)d(Ix1
+ Ix3

)

dt

+
(LM1

+ LM3

2

)d(Ix2
+ Ix4

)

dt

(18)

similarly, averaging the switched output voltages of the VSCs
of the LSCG yields(Vx2o + Vx4o

2

)
− VxLo =

(LM1 + LM3

2

)d(Ix1 + Ix3)

dt

+
(LS + LM2

2

)d(Ix2
+ Ix4

)

dt

(19)

Using (12) and averaging (18) and (19) yields

Vxavgo − Vxo =
(LS + LM1 + LM2 + LM3

4

)d(IxH + IxL)

dt
(20)

where

Vxavgo =
1

4

4∑
k=1

Vxko (21)

and
Vxo =

VxHo + VxLo
2

(22)

The waveform of the average voltage Vxavgo is shown in Fig.
7. The Vxavgo exhibits five-level voltage waveforms and the
voltage difference of Vxavgo−Vxo appears across the integrated
inductor. The integrated inductor offers desired value of the
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inductance Lf to the line current Ix and it the the voltage
Vxavgo − Vxo along with the Lf determines the ripple content
in the Ix. The dynamic behavior of the Ix can be represented
as

Vxavgo − Vxo = Lf
dIx
dt

(23)

Using (16) and (20), the line filter inductance can be obtained
as

Lf =
LS + LM1 + LM2 + LM3

4

=
N2

4(<1 + 2<g)
=

N2

8<g(1 +
<1

2<g )

(24)

As <g >> <1, the line filter inductance can be approximated
as

Lf =
µ0N

2A
′

g

8lg
(25)

where µ0 is the permeability of the free space, lg is the length
of the air gap, and A

′

g is the effective cross-section area of the
air gap. The effective cross-sectional area of the air gap Ag′

is obtained by evaluating the cross-section area of the air gap
after adding lg to each dimension in the cross-section.

The switched output voltage difference of VSC1 and VSC3
(Vx1o − Vx3o) drives the IaH ,c. Similarly, the behavior of the
IaL,c depends on the difference of the switched output voltages
of VSC2 and VSC4 (Vx2o−Vx4o). Using (8), the difference of
the switched output voltages of the VSC1 and VSC3 (Vx1o −
Vx3o) is obtained as

Vx1o − Vx30 = (Ls − LM2
)
d(Ix1

− Ix3
)

dt

+ (LM1 − LM3)
d(Ix2 − Ix4)

dt

(26)

Using (6), (26), (14), and (15), the inductance offered to the
circulating currents is given as[

Vx1o − Vx30

Vx2o − Vx40

]
= Lc

d

dt

[
IxH,c
IxL,c

]
(27)

where the circulating current inductance matrix Lc is given as

Lc = 2

[
Ls − LM2

LM1
− LM3

LM1 − LM3 Ls − LM2

]
(28)

where Ls − LM2
= 2N2

3<1
and LM1

− LM3
= N2

36<g . As
<g >> <1, the circulating current inductance matrix can be
approximated as

Lc ≈ 2

[
2N2

3<1
0

0 2N2

3<1

]
(29)

C. Flux Density Analysis

The integrated inductor combines the functionalities of two
CIs (CIH and CIL) and the line filter inductor Lf . Therefore,
the flux in the magnetic core has distinct components corre-
sponding to these inductances and it is analyzed in this sub
section.

Ts
VSC1

VSC3

T0 T1 T2 T7 T7 T2 T1 T0

T7 T2 T1 T0 T0 T1 T2 T7

Va1o

Va3o

λH,c

Va1o

−Va3o

Fig. 8. Pole voltages of phase a of VSC1 and VSC3 and their difference for
space vector modulation. The modulation index M = 1 and voltage space
vector angle ψ = 45◦. Time To, T1, T2, and T7 are the dwell times of the
corresponding voltage vectors.

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350

−0.2

0

0.2

Voltage space vector angle ψ

N
φ
H

,c
(p

u)
Fig. 9. Circulating flux component λH,c over a complete fundamental period.
The flux linkage is normalized to VdcTs.

1) Circulating Flux Component: The circulating flux link-
age in the HSCG cell can be obtained as [17], [18]

λxH,c = NφxH,c =
1

2

∫
(Vx1o − Vx3o) dt (30)

where φxH,c is the circulating flux component in the high-side
cell of the integrated inductor. The carrier signals of the VSC1
and VSC3 are interleaved by 180◦ and the corresponding
voltages for a particular switching cycle is shown in Fig. 8. The
VSCs are modulated using the space vector modulation [19].
Due to the change in the dwell time of the voltage vectors
in each sampling interval, the peak value of the λxH,c also
attains different values in each of the sampling intervals, as
shown in Fig. 9. The λxH,c achieves the maximum value for
the voltage space vector angle ψ = 90◦ (and ψ = 270◦), as
shown in Fig. 9 and it is obtained as

λxH,cmax = NφxH,cmax =
Vdc

8fs
(31)

where Vdc is the dc-link voltage, fs is the switching frequency,
and φH,cmax is the maximum value of the circulating flux
component.

For the LSCG, the carrier signals of the VSC2 and the VSC4
are also interleaved by 180◦ and the same analysis can be
applied. The maximum value of the circulating flux component
is also NφxL,cmax = Vdc/8fs.

From the reluctance model, it is evident that the flux in the
yokes of the cell is equal to the resultant component of the
circulating flux component φy = φxH,c = φxL,c . Therefore,
the maximum value of the flux density in the yokes is

Bymax =
Vdc

8NAcyfs
(32)

where Acy is the cross section area of the yoke.
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2) Common Flux Component: The common current com-
ponent of each of the VSCs can be decomposed into:

1) Fundamental frequency component.
2) Major harmonic components at the 4kfs, where k =

1, 2, ..∞.
As the common flux component is replica of the common
current component, the common flux component is also com-
prised of a fundamental frequency component and a ripple
component. The fundamental component of the common flux
component is given as

φr(t) =
µ0NA

′

g

8lg
Ixmax cos(ψ + θ) (33)

Normally the line filter inductance value is selected to limit the
peak-to-peak value of the ripple component of the line current
to the desired value. Let the ratio of the peak-to-peak value
of the ripple component of the line current to the amplitude
of the fundamental component of the line current be ε. For
the space vector modulation, the ripple component attains its
maximum value at the space vector angle of ψ = 0◦. For
unity power factor applications, the fundamental component
is also maximum at the ψ = 0◦. Therefore, the common flux
component also attains its maximum value at the space vector
angle of ψ = 0◦ and it is given as

φrmax = (1 +
ε

2
)
µ0NA

′

g

8lg
Ixmax (34)

where Ixmax is the amplitude of the rated current. The com-
mon component of the flux φr completes its path through
the bridge legs, air gaps and legs of the cells. Therefore, the
maximum value of the flux density in the bridge leg is given
as

Bblmax = (1 +
ε

2
)
µ0NA

′

g

8lgAcbl

Ixmax (35)

where Acbl is the cross section area of the bridge leg.
3) Flux in the limbs of the cells: The flux in the limbs is

the addition of the circulating flux component and the resultant
flux component and it is given as

φl(t) = φr(t) + φxH,c(t) (36)

for the unity power factor applications (θ = 0), the common
component of the flux is maximum for ψ = 0◦, whereas the
circulating flux component φxH,c is minimum at this voltage
space vector angle. Similarly, the φxH,c is maximum at ψ =
90◦ and the common flux component is zero. Therefore, for
the unity power factor applications

φlmax = max(φxH,cmax , φrmax + φxH,c|ψ=0◦
) (37)

IV. CIRCULATING CURRENT SUPPRESSION BETWEEN THE
TWO CONVERTER GROUPS

The resultant output voltages of both the HSCG and LSCG
are also phase-shifted with respect to each other and the
circulating current flows between them due to these phase-
shifted voltages. Additional CI (CIG) is used to suppress this
current.

The flux linkage in the CIG is given as

Ts
VSC1

VSC3

T0 T1 T2 T7 T7 T2 T1 T0

T7 T2 T1 T0 T0 T1 T2 T7

Va1o

Va3o

Va1o+Va3o
2

(a)

VSC2

VSC4

T0 T1 T2 T7 T7 T2T1 T0T2

T7 T2 T1 T0 T0 T1T2 T2T7

Va2o

Va4o

Va2o+Va4o
2

(b)

Va1o+Va3o
2

−Va2o+Va4o
2

λxCIG

(c)

Fig. 10. Voltage waveforms for four parallel interleaved VSCs for the
modulation index M = 1 and space vector angle ψ = 45◦. (a) Pole voltages
of the individual VSCs and their average voltage of the high side converter
group, (b) Pole voltages of the individual VSCs and their average voltage
of the low side converter group, (c) The difference of the average voltages
of the high side converter group and the low side converter group and their
associated flux linkage.

50 100 150 200 250 300 350

−0.1

0

0.1

Voltage space vector angle ψ

N
φ
C
I
G

(p
u)

Fig. 11. Flux linkage of the CIG (λxCIG ) over a complete fundamental
period. The flux linkage is normalized to VdcTs.

NφxCIG
=

1

2

∫ (
(
Vx1o + Vx3o

2
)− (

Vx2o + Vx4o

2
)
)
dt (38)

The pole voltages of the individual VSCs and their average
voltage for both the HSCG and the LSCG are shown in Fig.
10(a) and 10(b), respectively. The difference in the average
voltages of both the converter groups and flux linkage of the
CIG is shown in Fig. 10(c). The flux linkage behavior over a
fundamental period is also shown in Fig. 11. The flux reversal
in the CIG is 2 × fs and subjected to the half of the dc-link
voltage, which is also evident in Fig. 10(c). The maximum
value of the flux linkage in the CIG is given as

NCIGφCIG,max =
Vdc

32fs
(39)

where NCIG is the number of turns in each of the coils of the
CIG and φCIG,max is the maximum value of the flux in the
CIG. Using (30) and (39), the ratio of the flux linkage in the
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TABLE I
SYSTEM PARAMETERS FOR SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

Parameters Values
Total power S 11 kVA
No. of VSCs 4

Interleaving angle 90◦

DC-link voltage Vdc 650 V
Switching frequency fs 1250 Hz

PWM scheme Space vector modulation
Line filter inductance Lf 2.3 mH (0.05 pu)

CIG to the flux linkage in the CIH (or CIL) is given as

NCIGφCIG,max

NφxH,c
=

1

4
(40)

as it is evident form (40), the size of the CIG is approximately
25% than that of the CIH . The maximum value of the flux
density in the CIG is given as

BCIG,max =
Vdc

32NCIGAcCIG
fs

(41)

where AcCIG
is the cross section area of the CIG.

V. FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS AND COMPARATIVE
EVALUATION

The size reduction achieved by the magnetic integration
is demonstrated by comparing the volume of the proposed
solution with the volume of the magnetic components of the
system proposed in [1], [20] and also shown in Fig. 2(b).

A. Finite Element Analysis

The simplified reluctance model is used for the analysis,
which does not take into account the effects of the flux
leakage. Therefore, (25) gives underestimated value as the total
inductance offered to the line current is given by

Lline = Lf +
Lσ,II

4
+
Lσ,CIG

2
(42)

where Lσ,II and Lσ,CIG are the leakage inductances of the
integrated inductor and the CIG, respectively. On the other
hands, inherent air gap exists in the cell structure due to
the core joints, which tends to decrease the value of the Lf .
Therefore the design equations derived in section IV can be
used to get the parameters for the first design iteration and
Finite Element Analysis (FEA) should be carried out in order
to fine tune those design parameters.

The integrated inductor and the CIG is designed using the
design equations derived in section III and section IV for
the converter system with four parallel VSCs. The system
parameters are given in Table I. Amorphous alloy 2605SA1 is
used for the cells of integrated inductor and for the CIG core,
whereas laminated steel with a lamination thickness of 0.35
mm is used for the bridge legs. The cells of the integrated
inductor are constructed using four blocks. Due to the use of
the laminated cores, the magnetic structure shown in Fig. 5(b)
is used (to avoid large eddy current losses in the core).

The dimensions of the implemented inductors are specified
in Table II. The integrated inductor is assembled using the

TABLE II
DIMENSIONS OF THE IMPLEMENTED INDUCTOR (REFER FIG. 5(B))

Parameters A,B,E,F C D,G lg
Values (mm/mm2) 25 75 85 1.0

(a) (b)

Fig. 12. Pictures of the implemented inductor. (a) Integrated inductor, (b)
Coupled inductor to suppress the circulating current between the high-side
converter group and the low-side converter group (CIG).

(a) (b)

Fig. 13. The flux density distribution in the magnetic core. (a) Phase shifted
components of switched output voltage of the carrier frequency harmonics are
applied across the coils, (b) Coils are excited with the common component
of the current.

core blocks available in the laboratory. The stacking factor
for the amorphous core blocks is taken to be 0.89, whereas it
is assumed to be 0.96 for the laminated steel. The coils are
wound using the AWG 16 enameled copper wire with the cross
section area Acu = 1.31×10−6 m2. Each of the coils has 140
number of turns. The picture of the implemented integrated
inductor is shown in Fig. 12(a).

The finite element analysis has been carried out using An-
sys Maxwell and the flux density distribution in the magnetic
core is shown in Fig. 13. The flux is mainly confined to
the corresponding cells when the coils are excited with the
phase shifted components of switched output voltage of the
carrier frequency harmonics, as shown in Fig. 13(a). On the
other hand, the induced flux of coils of the HSCG cell links
with the coils of the LSCG cell and vice-versa when the coils
are excited with the common component of the current. As a
result, the common component of the flux completes its path
through the bridge legs and the air gaps, as shown in Fig.
13(b).

The inductance values are obtained using the FEA and
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TABLE III
INDUCTANCE VALUES OBTAINED USING THE FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

Inductance Ls Lm1 Lm2 Lm3

Values (mH) 29.6 2.6 -22.3 2.5

TABLE IV
DESIGN PARAMETERS OF THE COUPLED INDUCTOR CIG

Parameters Values
Cross-section area of the core AcCI 4.6× 10−4 m2

Number of turns NCI 53
Cross section area of the conductor Acu 2.62× 10−6 m2 (AWG 13)

they are given as given Table III. The inductance offered to
the line current is then calculated to be 3.1 mH using (24).
The circulating current inductance matrix Lc is calculated as

Lc = 2

[
52 5.1
5.1 52

]
mH (43)

The circulating current between the HSCG and the LSCG
is suppressed using the CIG. The CIG is realized using the
POWERLITE C-cores form the Metglas. Two AMCC16-B
cores are stacked together to achieve core cross-section area
of 4.6× 10−4 m2. The FEA has been carried out for the CIG
and the inductance matrix calculated and it is given as

LCIG =

[
3.5 −3.27

−3.27 3.5

]
mH (44)

Therefore the inductance offered to the line current by the
leakage inductance of the CIG is 0.1 mH and the inductance
offered to the circulating current between the HSCG and the
LSCG is 13.54 mH.

B. Comparative Evaluation

The volume of the different active materials of the proposed
filter arrangement is compared with the volume of the state-
of-the-art solution, shown in Fig. 2(b) for the the system
parameters specified in the Table I. Moreover, the losses in the
magnetic components in both the cases are also compared.

The bridge legs of the integrated inductor and the line filter
inductor in Fig. 2(b) is assumed to be made from the 0.35
mm laminated silicon steel, whereas the amorphous alloys
2605SA1 is considered as a magnetic material for the cells
of the integrated inductor and for the CIH , CIL, and CIG
in Fig. 2(b). As the core losses in the amorphous alloys
2605SA1 is lower compared to the laminated silicon steel,
it is used for cells of the magnetic structures which carry the
switching frequency circulating flux component. However, the
price of the amorphous alloys 2605SA1 is higher compared
to the laminated silicon steel. Therefore to reduce the cost,
laminated silicon steel is used for the bridge legs, which carry
the common flux component with predominant fundamental
frequency component. The design of the CIG that is used to
suppress the current between the HSCG and the LSCG is taken
to be the same in both cases. The flux densities in the cores
and the current density in the coils are taken to be the same
in both the cases.

TABLE V
VOLUME COMPARISON OF THE ACTIVE MATERIALS OF THE MAGNETIC

COMPONENTS IN THE PROPOSED SOLUTION WITH THE STATE-OF-THE-ART
SOLUTION SHOWN IN FIG. 2(B)

Material State-of-the-art Proposed % reduction
Amorphous alloy 2605SA1 1.477 Ltr. 1.221 Ltr. 17.3%

Laminated steel 1.28 Ltr. 0.63 Ltr. 49%
Copper 0.385 Ltr. 0.337 Ltr. 12.4 %

TABLE VI
STEINMETZ PARAMETERS OF THE AMORPHOUS ALLOYS 2605SA1 AND

THE LAMINATED SILICON STEEL

Material ki α β
Amorphous alloy 2605SA1 0.62 1.51 1.74

Laminated steel 0.96 1.55 1.87

1) Volumetric Comparison: The volume of the different
materials in both the cases for all the three phases are given
in Table V. In the filter arrangement shown in Fig. 2(b), the
windings of the line filter inductor carries full line current and
it is completely eliminated in the proposed solution. Therefore,
the designer may choose to increase the number of turns in
the coils of the integrated inductor to reduce the size of the
amorphous alloy. In this comparison, the number of turns in
the integrated inductor is taken to be 10% higher than the
number of turns in the CIH and CIL in the filter arrangement
shown in Fig. 2(b). This results in the 17.3% saving in the
amorphous alloy and 12.4% reduction in copper. Furthermore,
the volume of the laminated steel is reduced by 49% in the
proposed solution.

2) Losses Comparison: The Improved Generalized Stein-
metz Equation (IGSE) [21], [22] is used to calculate the core
losses. The core losses per unit volume is given as

Pfe,v =
1

T

T∫
0

ki|
dB(t)

dt
|α(∆B)β−αdt (45)

where ∆B is the Peak-to-peak value of the flux density.
α, β and ki are the constants determined by the material
characteristics. These constants for both the amorphous alloys
and the laminated silicon steel are given in Table VI. The flux
waveform has major and minor loops and the core losses due
to these loops are evaluated separately.

The copper loss is evaluated by considering the ac resis-
tance of the winding, which takes into account the skin and
proximity effects [23]. The total winding losses are given as

Pcu = Rdc

∞∑
h=1

kphI
2
h (46)

where

kph =
√
h∆

[ sinh(2√h∆) + sin(2
√
h∆)

cosh(2
√
h∆)− cos(2

√
h∆)

+
2

3
(m2 − 1)

sinh(
√
h∆)− sin(

√
h∆)

cosh(
√
h∆) + cos(

√
h∆)

] (47)

and ∆ = Tc/δ. Rdc is the dc resistance of the coil, m is the
number of layers in the coil, Ih is the hth harmonic component
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TABLE VII
CORE AND COPPER LOSSES COMPARISON. THE LOSSES OF ALL THE

THREE PHASES ARE LISTED.

Item load State-of-the-art Proposed % reduction

Core losses (W) 0.5 pu 35.6 27.3 23%
1 pu 39.8 29 27%

Copper losses (W) 0.5 pu 21.5 15.1 29%
1 pu 76.3 55.8 26%

of the leg current. Tc is the thickness of the coil and δ is the
skin depth.

The core and the copper losses of the proposed integrated
inductor are evaluated and the total losses of all the three
integrated inductor (for three phase system) are given in Table
VII. The inductor losses in the case of the state-of-the-art
solution are also evaluated at the 50% of the rated load and
100% of the rated load conditions. The losses in the integrated
inductor are low compared to the state-of-the-art solution at
both the loading conditions. The total losses in the integrated
inductors at the rated load conditions are 84.8 W, compared to
the 116.1 W in the case of the state-of-the-art solutions (27%
reduction). The worst case losses in one integrated inductor is
28.2 W (84.8/3 W), out of which 18.6 W is the total copper
losses in all the four coils. Since the coils are exposed to the
ambient air, the generated heat can be easily dissipated through
natural convection.

VI. SIMULATION AND THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The simulation and the experimental results for the four
parallel interleaved VSCs are presented in this section for the
system parameters specified in Table I.

A. Simulation Results

The time domain simulation has been carried out using
PLECS, where the simplified model of the integrated inductor,
shown in Fig. 6, has been implemented using the permeance-
capacitance analogy. The simulated flux density waveforms in
the various parts of the magnetic structure of the integrated
inductor and the CIG are shown in Fig. 14 and Fig. 15,
respectively. Fig. 14(a), shows the flux density waveform in the
limb of the cell, which is a vector addition of the common flux
component and the circulating flux component. The circulating
flux is confined to the cell and therefore the flux in the yoke
has a switching frequency component as a major harmonic
component, which is shown in Fig. 14(b). The common flux
component flows out of the cell and completes its path through
the air gaps and the bridge leg, as shown in Fig. 14(c). Due
to the magnetic integration, the common flux component of
the cell of the HSCG completes its path through the limbs of
the cell of the LSCG and vice-versa. As a result, a dedicated
return path is avoided. Moreover, for the unity power factor
applications, the common flux component is maximum when
the circulating flux component is minimum and vice-versa as
shown in Fig. 14. As the flux in the limb is the addition of
these two components, the cross section area of the limb can be
made smaller compared to the individual inductor case. This
leads to substantial reduction of the volume of the integrated
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Fig. 14. Simulation results at rated operating conditions. (a) Flux density in
the limb of the cell of the integrated inductor, (b) Flux density in yoke of the
cell, (c) Flux density in the bridge leg.
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Fig. 15. Simulation results. (a) Flux density waveform in the coupled inductor
that is used to suppress the circulating current between the high side and the
low side converter group.
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Fig. 16. Simulated current waveforms at rated operating conditions. (a)
Circulating current between the VSCs of the high side converter group IaH,c ,
(b) Circulating current between the VSCs of the low side converter group
IaL,c , (c) Circulating current between the high side converter group and the
low side converter group Ia,c.

inductor.
The circulating current between the HSCG and the LSCG is

suppressed using the CIG. The CIG is subjected to half of the
dc-link voltage and the flux has a major harmonic component
at the 2nd carrier harmonic component. The flux density in
the CIG is shown in Fig. 15, which demonstrates that the flux
reversal takes place at twice the switching frequency.

The simulated circulating currents between the VSCs of
the HSCG and between the VSCs of the LSCG are shown
in Fig. 16(a) and Fig. 16(b), respectively. The integrated
inductor offers high inductance to the circulating currents and
suppresses them effectively. The additional CIG is also very
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Fig. 17. Simulated current waveforms of phase a at rated operating conditions.
(a) Output current VSC1 (Ia1 ), (b) Output current VSC3 (Ia3 ), (c) Resultant
current of the high side converter group (IaH ), (d) Line current Ia.

Ia1 (5 A/div.)

Ia2 (5 A/div.)

Ia3 (5 A/div.)

Ia4 (5 A/div.)

Fig. 18. Experimental waveforms of the phase a of the output current of the
individual VSCs. (a) Ch1: Output current of VSC1 (Ia1 ), Ch2: Output current
of VSC2 (Ia2 ), Ch3: Output current of VSC3 (Ia3 ), Ch4: Output current of
VSC4 (Ia4 ).

effective in suppressing the circulating current between the
HSCG and the LSCG, as shown in Fig. 16(c).

The simulated currents of phase a are shown in Fig.
17. The output current of the VSCs of the HSCG are only
shown. However, the output current of the VSCs of the LSCG
also demonstrates similar current waveform quality. The line
current is shown in Fig. 17(d), which has a very small ripple
component. This demonstrates effective line current filtering
functionality of the integrated inductor.

B. Experimental Results

The experimental results were obtained for the system
specified in Table I. Four VSCs were connected in paral-
lel. The carrier signals of these parallel connected VSCs
were interleaved by an interleaving angle of 90◦. The VSCs

2× IaH,c (5 A/div.)

2× IaL,c (5 A/div.)

IaH (5 A/div.)

IaL (5 A/div.)

Fig. 19. Experimental waveforms of the phase a. (a) Ch1: Circulating current
between the VSCs of the high-side converter group (2× IaH,c ), Ch2: Output
current of the high-side converter group (IaH ), Ch3: Circulating current
between the VSCs of the low-side converter group (2× IaL,c ), Ch4: Output
current of the low-side converter group (IaL ).

2× Ia,c (2.5 A/div.)

Ib (10 A/div.) Ia (10 A/div.) Ic (10 A/div.)

Fig. 20. Experimental waveforms. (a) Ch1: Circulating current between the
high-side converter group and the low-side converter group (2× Ia,c), Ch2:
Resultant line current of phase a (Ia), Ch3: Resultant line current of phase
b (Ib), Ch4: Resultant line current of phase c (Ic).

were modulated using the space vector modulation, using
TMS320F28346 floating-point digital signal processor. The
dc-link was connected to the dc power supply and the ac-
side is connected to the three-phase resistive load of 13.33 Ω.

The output current of phase a of the individual VSCs of both
the HSCG and the LSCG is shown in Fig. 18. The individual
VSCs are operated with the switching frequency of 1.25 kHz,
and the switched output voltages of the individual VSCs
has a major harmonic component at the carrier frequency
harmonics. Due to the interleaved carrier signals, these voltage
components are phase shifted and appears across the closed
path formed due to the interleaved operation and the common
dc-link. The integrated inductor offers the circulating current
inductance to these voltage components. As it is evident from
Fig. 19, the circulating current between the VSCs of the HSCG
(as well as between the VSCs of the LSCG) is suppressed
very effectively. This shows that the integrated inductor offers
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high inductance to the phase shifted voltage components and
effectively suppresses the circulating current.

The output current of both the HSCG and the LSCG
along with their circulating currents are shown in Fig. 19.
The measured peak value of the circulating current between
the VSCs of the HSCG is 0.8 A, which is around 13% of
the amplitude of the output current of the individual VSCs.
The circulating current between the HSCG and the LSCG is
effectively suppressed by the CIG, as it is evident from Fig. 20.
The resultant line current of all the three phases are also shown
in Fig. 20. The integrated inductor also offers the desired
inductance to the resultant line current, which demonstrates the
line current filtering functionality of the integrated inductor.

VII. CONCLUSION

An integrated inductor for the parallel interleaved VSCs
connected in a whiffletree configuration is proposed in this pa-
per. The proposed integrated inductor suppresses the circulat-
ing current between the parallel interleaved VSCs. In addition,
it offers the desired inductance to the line current as well. The
converters are divided into a high-side converter group and a
low-side converter group. The fundamental component of the
flux in the cell of the high side converter group is equal to the
fundamental component of the flux in the cell of the low-side
converter group. Because of the unique arrangement of the
coils in the proposed inductor, the fundamental component of
the flux of the high-side converter group completes its path
through the limbs of the cells of the low-side converter group.
Therefore, the dedicated magnetic structure for the return path
for the fundamental flux component is avoided. Moreover, the
magnetic integration also leads to substantial size reduction
of the limbs. As a result, compared to the state-of-the-art
solution, 49% reduction in the volume of the laminated silicon
steel, 17.3% reduction in the volume of the amorphous alloy,
and 12.4% reduction in the volume of the copper can be
achieved for the system parameters considered in this paper.
The operation of the proposed system has been discussed
and the losses are analyzed. The analysis is supported by the
simulations and the experimental results.
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